Introduction
Electron thermal conductivity is one of the most important parameters characterizing the confinement performance of a fusion device [1] [2] [3] [4] . A centrally-localized, modulated ECRheating power deposition makes a thermal transport study possible. By careful choices of the modulation frequency and amplitude, a varying ECR-heating power causes a perturbation prominently of the electron temperature T e . The propagation of the perturbation is closely related to a heat transport process. There are different diagnostics capable of measuring this temperature response, e.g. the electron cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnostic [1, 3] and the soft X-ray array [2] . In this paper, however, we employ a fast bolometer system at WEGA for this purpose.
WEGA [5] is a medium-sized classical stellarator (R = 72 cm, a = 0.19 cm, l = 2, m = 5) operated in IPP-Greifswald. The plasma temperature at WEGA (T e < 60 eV) is close to that at the edge region in W7-X; and at its own edge region T e is below 5 eV. No evident impurities coming from plasma facing components have been observed in the confined plasmas with He, Ar, and H 2 as working gases. This provides an opportunity to study basic physics in quasi-pure magnetically confined plasmas. The bolometer diagnostic employs two kinds of detectors, i.e. Au-resistive type based on a Kapton foil substrate [6] and Siphotodiode array of a type AXUV-16EL/G [7] . They have been installed to monitor the plasma radiation features associated with different microwave heating scenarios, and at the same time to compare the different detector behaviors. ECRH-modulation experiments have been performed for investigating the power deposition and studying heat transport in Hedischarges. A 16-channel Si-diode array demonstrates its capability to monitor the heat wave propagation in the plasma due to its higher temporal resolution (14 µs). A 12-channel Au-foil bolometer demonstrates higher accuracy in comparison with the Si-diode bolometer for measuring the total plasma radiation because of its broader spectral response covering the wavelength range from soft X-ray down to ultraviolet (UV). The major radiation spectra of the He-plasma at WEGA, estimated based on the Atomic Data and Analysis Structure (ADAS) [8] , are in the UV range. Its results are therefore used for the steady-state power balance analysis. However, its time resolution of about 5 ms is not high enough for monitoring the ECRH-modulation experiments at modulation frequencies of up to 746 Hz.
The paper is organized as follows: The experimental set-up and the experiments are described in section 2. Data analysis of the diode array signals is presented in section 3. Numerical simulations of the experiment and the determination of the perturbative thermal diffusivity are demonstrated in section 4. Subsequently, in section 5 we briefly show a local power balance calculation using radiated power emissivity profiles measured by the Auresistive bolometer during the stationary phase of the discharges, through which the steadystate thermal diffusivity is derived. Conclusion remarks and discussions are given in the last section.
Experiment
The ECRH-modulation experiments for studying the heat transport at WEGA are performed in He-discharges. The plasma is heated by a 28 GHz gyrotron of 9 kW heating power in total and based on an OXB-heating process, which is realized through a two-step mode conversion, i.e. from electromagnetic ordinary (O)-mode to extraordinary (X)-mode and then to an electrostatic Bernstein-wave (B) [9] . The Bernstein waves propagate towards the plasma center, where they are completely absorbed under the resonance condition for the second harmonic. Over-dense plasma with an electron density n e beyond the density cut-off (n e , cut-off = 0.97x10 19 linearly arranged detectors is installed in a port viewing the plasma through a slit-aperture (2 x 10mm 2 ) from the magnetic low-field side. Its poloidal viewing angle opens over 64° and covers the whole plasma cross section, including the confined plasma inside the last closed flux surface (LCFS) as well as the edge plasma in the scrape-off layer (SOL). The radial resolution of the diode array at the plasma center is around 3 cm. Fig. 1 illustrates the line of sight (LoS) of the diode-array, its intersection with the closed magnetic flux surfaces (i.e. the Poincaré plot) as well as the heating region, which lies in the LoS of channel 9 (ch9). The radial position of each LoS is denoted by the effective radius r eff of the closed magnetic surface to which it is tangent.
The OXB-heated He-plasma has a peaked n e profile with a central density around 1.3x10 19 m -3 and a peaked T e profile with a central T e around 15 eV as shown in Fig. 2 (left).
They are measured by a Langmuir probe when the plasma reaches a stationary state. The plasma emissivity profile is highly peaked in this case, documented by Abel-inversion on the line-integrals measured by the Au-resistive bolometer as shown in Fig. 2 (right). It is noteworthy that only the Au-resistive bolometer could be used for measuring the radiative power loss. Because of aging effects [10] , the sensitivity of the diode array did not correspond to the calibration in the relevant wavelength range. The ECRH-modulation experiments are carried out when the OXB-heated plasma reaches a stationary state. The heating power amplitude is then square-wave modulated within 20%. The modulation frequency f m is restricted to the range from 37 Hz to 746 Hz. The plasma density is controlled by keeping the neutral pressure constant (2x10 -4 mbar). All the diode channels are recorded simultaneously with a sampling frequency of 70 kHz. 
Data analysis
Modulation of the ECR-heating power leads to firstly temperature perturbations in the power deposition region, i.e. the plasma center, and subsequently to a change of the local emissivity. The radial propagation of the temperature perturbation results in a change of the plasma radiation in the entire confined plasma. In view of the peaked emissivity profile (see Fig. 2 ) as well as the high sensitivity of the local emissivity to the electron temperature (see section 4) the inner plasma zones lying in the corresponding LoS contribute predominately to the line-integrals of the bolometer signal. We select the signal of ch9 as reference for further data analysis since its major component has the same phase as that of the heating power modulation. The ECRH input signal measured with lower sampling rate is not recorded simultaneously and hence is not available as reference.
Based on the cross-correlation technique a cross-correlation function in time-domain is defined as [11] where t m is the time duration of the experiment and S i and S j are two different signals. Applying the FFT algorithm on yields a complex function , with its amplitude and its phase angle standing for the crossspectral power density and the relative phase shift between and , respectively. The star here denotes complex conjugation. Coherence is defined as the normalized cross power, i.e. where G i , G j are the auto-power spectral densities. In the following is calculated in the frequency-domain based on the results of and . Phase delays of the channel signals, shown later in Fig. 6 , are the phase shifts relative to the reference (i = 9). The coherence is obtained by averaging the derived from 10 data segments for noise suppression.
The coherence spectra, taking the case of f m = 373 Hz as example, are shown in Fig. 4 . Signal detections at the fundamental frequency as well as at the lower order of harmonics are confirmed accordingly. The associated coherence distribution for the fundamental component versus the diode number (nch) is depicted in Fig. 5 . It is natural that = 1 for nch = 9, standing for a total correlation. The coherence amplitude attenuates for the channels with LoS lying outside the heating region. Whereas anomalously high coherences occur for channel 3 and 13, which view the zone near to the LCFS, and for the edge channels (nch = 1, 2, 14, 15, 16), which view the plasma in the SOL (see Fig. 1 ). This phenomenon, also observed in the experiments with other f m , is explained by edge region microwave stray radiation, not penetrating into the plasma center and therefore not experiencing OXB mode conversion, hence heating the SOL plasma (in O-or X-mode) more directly through multi-pass absorption processes. The response of these channels to the ECRH-modulation has thus less correlation with the temperature perturbation propagation originating from the plasma center.
Phase delays  of the fundamental components have been extracted from the phase spectra of function and are shown in Fig. 6 . The results for lower f m (37 Hz and 93 Hz) are more or less buried in noise and will not be further considered. Additionally, the edge channels with LoS lying beyond or on the LCFS are also not taken into account. The reason is discussed above. On the right part of Fig. 6 , the phase delays are plotted as a function of the radial position of the LoS. Estimation of the electron thermal diffusivity is based on this data set. 
Numerical simulations
The line-integrated signal measured by bolometer can be written as the sum of the plasma radiation originating from discrete zones lying in the LoS, i.e.
where nr i and nr o labels the inner most and the outer most zone for an individual LoS, respectively. These zones are ring-shaped; similar with those shown in Fig. 1 defined by the intersection of the LoS set with the closed magnetic flux surfaces. Each of them has a circle-equivalent area and an effective radius. The closed magnetic flux surface, to which the side-LoS of ch9 is tangent, is defined as the first zone. It has an effective radius of r(1) = 1.5 cm, thus contains the entire heating region (r heat ≈1.0 cm). The outermost zone labeled as nr o is surrounded by the LCFS. The zones, beyond the first one, have widths equivalent to r = (r LCFS -r(1))/( -1), where r LCFS is the minor plasma radius (10.7 cm). The total zone number, is adjusted that r is close to the averaged LoS width. We assume that in each zone the plasma parameters and the local emissivity are constant. The contribution of each zone to the channel line-integral is expressed as with being the geometric matrix of channel i associated with the magnetic configuration as well as the individual LoS geometry. The response of the line-integral to temperature perturbation can then be expressed as 
where and , respectively.
Under experimental conditions (T e,j = 4 -15 eV), the emissivity is dominated by the line radiation from He 1+ . It is a function of the electron density and the temperature expressed approximately as , with f representing the line radiation coefficient. In the temperature range involved increases monotonously with increasing temperature and has a high sensitivity to it (f ~ T e  , > 4 for T e < 15 eV) [8] . According to this estimation, the square term in eq. (3) is smaller than the linear term by a factor of about 7. Hence in first approximation only the first term is considered. Eq. (3) is rewritten as which establishes the basis for the simulation of the experiments.
Eq. (4) demonstrates the smearing-out effect of the line-integrated signal. Considering a harmonic perturbation and the resultant line-integral response, , we understand that the phase angle is influenced by the phase delays in all of the viewed zones, ), in combination with a weighting factor, i.e. .
For the special case that the contribution by the innermost zone dominates the whole signal, the relation of and can be simplified as indicating a direct correlation of the channel signal with a local temperature perturbation. Phase delay distribution derived from the channel signals can then be used for evaluating the thermal diffusivity D according to the following equation [2, 12] 
This analytical solution is deduced from the electron thermal transport equation for simplified slab-geometry.
Numerical simulations in a cylindrical geometry based on eq. (4) are performed in the following section.
Heat wave propagation simulation
The electron energy transport equation in case of a power perturbation is given by where with being the thermal conductivity and representing a convective contribution, and with the second term standing for all perturbed sinks proportional to , e.g. electron-ion energy exchange through elastic collisions and radiation losses [12] . Since the second term functions actually as a damping term, it has an effect on the amplitude change of and less effects on the phase. For the sake of simplicity to perform the simulations of phase delays, is taken as . Let = and D = .
Then Eq. (7) becomes (8) We are interested only in the radial transport. Furthermore, we assume and that the flux surfaces are nested circles. In this case, Eq. (8) becomes one dimensional and can be solved using different numerical methods [2, 4, 12] . Here, we present a Monte Carlo method for its numerical simplicity. Especially in view of the complex geometries involved, Monte Carlo integration demonstrates its evident advantages [11] . "Particles" representing in our case a certain amount of energy are started from the power deposition zone and weighted by . They are traced in Cartesian coordinates as (9) , (10) where [x t ,,y t ] is the location of a Monte Carlo "particle" at the time t and [x t+ ,y t+ ] is the termination after a small time step . and are two independent random numbers taking the value of 1 with equal probability of 50%. and are the x and y components of .
Then, at any later time point t, is given by summing up all the Monte Carlo particles enclosed in the volume V, i.e. 
where n i is the number of steps tracing particle i so far, N is the number of Monte Carlo particles generated within each time step and N = N t/ is the total number of particles generated up to time point t.
Proper selection of and N is necessary in order to reduce the calculation error. In general, radial amplitude of the random walking step should be much smaller than the zone width, which is close to the averaged LoS width. N should be large enough in order to reduce numerical errors. Reducing and increasing N are therefore favorable, which are, however, limited by the computing time. We employ = 5 µs and N = 800 for our calculation.
Line-integral simulation
The simulations are carried out for different modulation frequencies while keeping the duty cycle at 84% as in the experiment. The finite power deposition region around the magnetic axis is also taken into account, which, in the particle picture above, corresponds to the initial position of "particle" generations.
The line-integrated signals are simulated according to Eq. (4). The temperature perturbation propagation is reflected by resolved above, assuming the electron density n e unchanged during ECRH-modulation experiment. The zone radiation sensitivities to temperature perturbations has been evaluated according to the n e (r) and T e (r) profile (see Fig. 2 ) as well as the line-radiation coefficient f of He 1+ in ADAS [8] . They are adopted as weighting factors for the particles loaded in zones during performing Monte Carlo integrations for an individual LoS.
Data analyses of the calculated line-integrals are subsequently performed with the same method as dealing with the measured signal, i.e. the cross-correlation technique in the frequency domain. Ch9 viewing the heating region is again taken as the reference. Phase delays of the simulated line-integrals for the fundamental modulation frequencies are then obtained, which is a function of the input thermal diffusivity D. The line-integral amplitude itself is normalized and not further used.
Determination of the thermal diffusivity coefficient
The heat diffusivity is determined through matching the calculated phase delay profile to the experimental results. Electron thermal diffusivities of 1.5 m To confirm the frequency-dependency of the perturbative thermal diffusivity, it is necessary to increase the number of data points through prolonging the experiment duration and to improve the spatial resolution of the diode array.
If the contributions from outer zones in the LoS are ignored, estimation in slabgeometry based on Eq. (6) Hz, respectively, in Fig. 6 (right) yields an averaged thermal diffusivity D = 8.0 m 2 /s. This result is much higher (around 4 times) than that from the simulation, showing that the assumption of a slab-geometry is not correct.
Evaluation of the steady-state thermal diffusivity
In this section the steady-state thermal diffusivity is evaluated from a local power balance calculation within the LCFS for the same OXB-heated He-plasma described in section 2 and compared with the one obtained in the last section. The relation or the difference of them reflects the plasma response onto perturbations [4, 15] . The power balance reads as
where P heat is the ECR-heating power deposited in a central plasma region enclosed in an effective radius r eff , P rad is the radiative power loss and P trans is the power transported out of this region, perpendicular to its magnetic flux surface, respectively. Assuming diffusive processes for energy and particles, the heat flux across the r eff surface can be written as [13] , where A is the surface area, is the radial thermal diffusivity to be evaluated, is the radial particle diffusivity and is the particle convection velocity, respectively. The ions in the WEGA plasmas are cold (< 1 eV) and their contribution to the power flow is not considered.
A local power balance is made for the central plasma region inside the r eff = 6.5 cm surface, which corresponds the region discussed in the last sections for the ECRH-modulation experiments. According to the 1D emissivity profile shown in Fig. 2 , the radiated power loss in the region is evaluated as P rad = 3.7 kW.
Assuming that the absorbed heating power in form of Bernstein-wave, P heat , is 70% of the total input ECRH power (7.6 kW) indicated by a microwave detector, a sniffer probe, which measures the non-absorbed power level during the experiment and monitors the drop of the reflected microwave during the transition into Bernstein-wave heating, the radial power flux across the r eff surface, P trans , is thus obtained.
In the further calculation, the particle pinch term in Eq. (13) is ignored and the particle diffusivity coefficient is taken as = 3.8 m 2 /s determined by a particle balance analysis performed for the He-plasma [14] . There, a radially independent is assumed and particle convection is ignored. The sink and source terms associated with the atomic processes, including collisional dielectronic ionization of He and He 1+ as well as recombination of He
1+
and He 2+ are taken into account. The rate coefficients of the processes are adopted from ADAS [8] . is determined through matching the calculated n e profile to the measured one.
The electron temperature gradient and the density gradient at r eff = 6.5 cm in Eq. (13) are obtained through exponential fits of the measured data plotted in Fig. 2 (left) . A local thermal diffusivity of = 3.5 m 2 /s is then obtained. A radial diffusivity profile is potentially obtainable by shifting r eff outward and inward. Estimation for an inner region indicates higher diffusivities. A detailed error analysis indicates that the uncertainty involved in the local power balance calculation is evident and predominantly due to the uncertainties of the absorbed heating power (~15%), the radiated power derived from Abelinverted emissivity profile (~15%) and also the plasma parameters n e and T e (~5%) as well as their gradients (~13%). A relative error of the deduced is estimated as high as 90% taking into account all the above factors, including the error in determining in Ref. [14] , which is around 30%. Improved knowledge about the absorbed heating power and higher accuracies of the involved diagnostics, bolometer and Langmuir probe, are required for improving the local power balance calculation. The radial diffusivity profile is therefore not discussed in this paper.
Conclusion remarks and discussions
Conclusion remarks: Bolometers measure the line-integrated plasma radiation. The sensitivity of the bolometer signal to an electron temperature perturbation is associated with the temperature dependence of the emissivities along the line of sight. In certain T e ranges the sensitivity of the emissivity to T e can be much higher than that to n e . This is the case for the WEGA plasmas which have electron temperatures typically between 4 and 15 eV, therefore making it possible to use the bolometer for analyzing heat transport.
Density effects are ignored in our analysis for the following reasons: First, the modulated ECRH-power introduces primarily a T e perturbation. Second, the modulation magnitude is kept small (20%) and the modulation duty cycle is 84%. At last, the modulation period is from 1.3 ms up to 5.6 ms ( for f m = 746 Hz -176 Hz) and the ECRH-off-time in each modulation-period is 0.2 ms up to 0.9 ms, which is much shorter than the estimated particle confinement time at WEGA (7 ms). During the ECRH-modulation experiment, the lineintegrated electron density measured by interferometer showed a relative change of about 5%, confirming that the electron density n e change is minimal.
The present work provides a simple method of estimating the perturbative electron thermal transport coefficient based on a fast bolometer diode diagnostic. This is the only diagnostic currently available at WEGA for monitoring the heat transport process induced by ECRH-modulation. The bolometer results confirm the centrally localized power deposition and the outward heat propagation. According to the width of the line of sight of diode 9 at the magnetic axis (3 cm), the power deposition width derived is ~3 cm. The discrepancy with the ray tracing calculation result (2 cm) is due to the limited spatial resolution of the bolometer.
The favorable conditions for applying bolometer on perturbative thermal transport experiment for He-discharges are the low T e (around 20 eV) and the highly peaked emissivity profile in WEGA. The sensitivity of line radiation (from He 1+ ) to temperature perturbations reaches the maximum at T e = 20 eV and then drops with further increasing T e . For T e ~ 100 eV, the sensitivity falls to about 10% of that at 20 eV. The application of the bolometer to heat transport study can be extended to other experiments with different working gases, however, under a requirement of monotonic responses of emissivities to T e -perturbation in the studied T e -ranges. A special case is as discussed above, dε(r)/dr < 0 (peaked emissivity profile) and dε(r)/dT e > 0 (enhanced emissivity with increment of T e ). Further improvements of the measurement accuracy are possible through refining the spatial and temporal resolution. This can be achieved by increasing the aperture-detector array distance and by rearranging the available channels for the core region only since the edge channels provide no additional information for the heat wave propagation study. Smaller ECRH-modulation amplitude and prolonging the experiment duration (up to 10 s possible at WEGA) can improve the phase delay accuracy further. Absolute calibrations of the diagnostics are not required on the other hand.
Numerical simulation taking into account the radial dependence of the phase delays of the signal composition (for excluding the smearing-out effect) and the curvature of the magnetic surfaces yields a more accurate result of the thermal diffusivity (D = 1.9 m 2 /s) than an estimation in slab-geometry. The latter overestimate the thermal diffusivity by a factor of around 4, indicating the slab-geometry approximation is not applicable.
The local power balance calculation yields a thermal diffusivity of around 3.5 m 2 /s for . The discrepancy between the power balance and the perturbative values is partly related to the uncertainties discussed. Further conclusion about the linearity of the plasma response on perturbations in stellarators [4, 15] cannot be inferred due to the evident error level in the power balance analysis.
Discussion: According to the electron density and temperature profile shown in Fig. 2  (left [15] . Another argument to exclude the neoclassical transport at WEGA is the low T e , conducting to a high collisionality υ ei beyond the neoclassical regime. The thermal diffusivities, however, agree well the Bohm-diffusion scaling [16] (χ e = 2.0 m 2 /s,
for T e = 15.0 eV and B = 0.5 T). The detailed physical picture of the Bohm-like diffusion associated with plasma microstabilty is still unclear. In literatures [17, 18] it is concluded that Bohm-diffusion originates from electric field fluctuations with frequencies in the order of from kHz up to MHz. In this light, it is interesting for us to study the electric field fluctuations in the central region of the Bernstein-wave heated plasmas and its correlation with the thermal transport processes. And whether the transport process at WEGA is really Bohm-like needs further investigations.
The global energy confinement time within the LCFS is estimated to be 0.6 ms. The heat diffusion time is calculated, based the formulas above, as around 2.0 ms, more than 3 times larger than This could imply an enhanced heat transport in the outer region beyond . It is interesting to see that the ISS04 stellarator scaling law [19] , , yields a of 1.7 ms for the studied plasma ( WEGA.
